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Front Hooks 6s to make 7s 

T 

T-ACNODE TACNODE ACDENOT point of contact between two curves [n -S] 

T-ACTION TACTION ACINOTT act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n -S] 

T-ACTUAL TACTUAL AACLTTU tactile (pertaining to sense of touch) [adj] 

T-AGGERS TAGGERS AEGGRST TAGGER, one that tags (to provide with tag (identifying marker)) [n] 

T-AILING TAILING AGIILNT part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S] / TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part) [v] 

T-ALIPED TALIPED ADEILPT person afflicted with clubfoot [n -S] 

T-ALKIES TALKIES AEIKLST TALKIE, moving picture with synchronized sound [n] 

T-ALLIED TALLIED ADEILLT TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

T-ALLIES TALLIES AEILLST TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

T- ALLOWS TALLOWS ALLOSTW TALLOW, to smear with tallow (mixture of animal fats) [v] 

T-AMPING TAMPING AGIMNPT act of packing down by tapping [n -S] / TAMP, to pack down by tapping [v] 

T-ANGLED TANGLED ADEGLNT TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

T-ANGLER TANGLER AEGLNRT one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n -S] 

T-ANGLES TANGLES AEGLNST TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

T-ANNOYS TANNOYS ANNOSTY TANNOY, trademark (loudspeaker) [n] 

T-ANTRUM TANTRUM AMNRTTU fit of rage [n -S] 

T-ARTIER TARTIER AEIRRTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

T-ARTILY TARTILY AILRTTY TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adv] 

T-ASKING TASKING AGIKNST TASK, to assign job to [v] 

T-ASSETS TASSETS AESSSTT TASSET, piece of plate armor for upper thigh [n] 

T-ASTERS TASTERS AERSSTT TASTER, one that tastes (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [n] 

T-AXISES TAXISES AEISSTX TAXIS, restoration of displaced bones or organs by pressure [n] 

T-AXITES TAXITES AEISTTX TAXITE, volcanic rock [n] 

T-EARFUL TEARFUL AEFLRTU full of tears [adj] 

T-EARING TEARING AEGINRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [v] 

T-EASELS TEASELS AEELSST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

T-EASERS TEASERS AEERSST TEASER, one that teases (to make fun of) [n] 

T-EASING TEASING AEGINST TEASE, to make fun of [v] 

T-EDDIES TEDDIES DDEEIST TEDDY, woman's undergarment [n] 

T-ENABLE TENABLE ABEELNT capable of being held [adj] 

T-ENDERS TENDERS DEENRST TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

T-ENDING TENDING DEGINNT TEND, to be disposed or inclined [v] 

T-ENFOLD TENFOLD DEFLNOT amount ten times as great as given unit [n -S] 

T-ENSILE TENSILE EEILNST tensible (capable of being stretched) [adj] 

T-ENTERS TENTERS EENRSTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

T-ENURED TENURED DEENRTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

T-ENURES TENURES EENRSTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

T-ERBIUM TERBIUM BEIMRTU  metallic element [n -S] 

T-ERRORS TERRORS EORRRST TERROR, intense fear [n] 

T-ESTATE TESTATE AEESTTT testator (one that makes will) [n -S] 

T-ESTERS TESTERS EERSSTT TESTER, one that tests (to evaluate by examination) [n] 

T-ETCHED TETCHED CDEEHTT crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

T-ETHERS TETHERS EEHRSTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v] 

T-HACKED THACKED ACDEHKT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 
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T-HALERS THALERS AEHLRST THALER, taler (formerly used German coin) [n] 

T-HANKED THANKED ADEHKNT THANK, to express gratitude to [v] 

T-HANKER THANKER AEHKNRT one that thanks (to express gratitude to) [n -S] 

T-HAWING THAWING AGHINTW melting of frozen substance [n -S] / THAW, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [v] 

T-HEATER THEATER AEEHRTT building for dramatic presentations [n -S] 

T-HEISTS THEISTS EHISSTT THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [n] 

T-HEREAT THEREAT AEEHRTT at that place or time [adv] 

T-HEREBY THEREBY BEEHRTY by that means [adv] 

T-HEREIN THEREIN EEHINRT in that place [adv] 

T-HEREOF THEREOF EEFHORT of that [adv] 

T-HEREON THEREON EEHNORT on that [adv] 

T-HERETO THERETO EEHORTT to that [adv] 

T-HERMAE THERMAE AEEHMRT hot springs [n THERMAE] 

T-HERMIT THERMIT EHIMRTT trademark [n -S] 

T-HICKER THICKER CEHIKRT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

T-HITHER THITHER EHHIRTT in that direction [adv] 

T-HOLING THOLING GHILNOT THOLE, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [v] 

T-HORNED THORNED DEHNORT THORN, to prick with thorn (sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

T-HUMPED THUMPED DEHMPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

T-HUMPER THUMPER EHMPRTU one that thumps (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [n -S] 

T-ICKERS TICKERS CEIKRST TICKER, one that ticks (to make recurrent clicking sound) [n] 

T-ILLITE TILLITE EIILLTT rock made up of consolidated clay, sand, gravel, and boulders [n -S] 

T-INGLES TINGLES EGILNST TINGLE, to cause prickly, stinging sensation [v] 

T-INKERS TINKERS EIKNRST TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

T-INKLES TINKLES EIKLNST TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

T-INNERS TINNERS EINNRST TINNER, tin miner [n] 

T-INNING TINNING GIINNNT TIN, to coat with tin (metallic element) [v] 

T-INTERS TINTERS EINRSTT TINTER, one that tints (to color slightly or delicately) [n] 

T-IRADES TIRADES ADEIRST TIRADE, long, vehement speech [n] 

T-ISSUED TISSUED DEISSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

T-ISSUES TISSUES EISSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

T-ITCHES TITCHES CEHISTT TITCH, small amount [n] 

T-OCHERS TOCHERS CEHORST TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

T-OILERS TOILERS EILORST TOILER, one that toils (to work strenuously) [n] 

T-OILING TOILING GIILNOT TOIL, to work strenuously [v] 

T-OMENTA TOMENTA AEMNOTT TOMENTUM, network of small blood vessels [n] 

T-ONUSES TONUSES ENOSSTU TONUS, normal state of tension in muscle tissue [n] 

T-OODLES TOODLES DELOOST TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

T-OTTERS TOTTERS EORSTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v] 

T-OUCHED TOUCHED CDEHOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

T-OUCHES TOUCHES CEHOSTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

T-OUTERS TOUTERS EORSTTU TOUTER, one that touts (to solicit brazenly) [n] 

T-OUTING TOUTING GINOTTU TOUT, to solicit brazenly [v] 

T-RACERS TRACERS ACERRST TRACER, one that traces (to follow course of) [n] 

T-RACING TRACING ACGINRT something that is traced [n -S] / TRACE, to follow course of [v] 

T-RACKED TRACKED ACDEKRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 
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T-RACKER TRACKER ACEKRRT one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n -S] 

T-RAILED TRAILED ADEILRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

T-RAILER TRAILER AEILRRT to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

T-RAINED TRAINED ADEINRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

T-RAMMED TRAMMED ADEMMRT TRAM, to convey in tramcar [v] 

T-RAMPED TRAMPED ADEMPRT TRAMP, to walk with firm, heavy step [v] 

T-RANCES TRANCES ACENRST TRANCE, to put into trance (semiconscious state) [v] 

T-RANKED TRANKED ADEKNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

T-RANSOM TRANSOM AMNORST small window above door or another window [n -S] 

T-RAPPED TRAPPED ADEPPRT TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

T-RAPPER TRAPPER AEPPRRT one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n -S] 

T-RASHER TRASHER AEHRRST one that destroys or damages [n -S] 

T-RASHES TRASHES AEHRSST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

T-RAVELS TRAVELS AELRSTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

T-READER TREADER ADEERRT one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n -S] 

T-REASON TREASON AENORST violation of allegiance toward one's country [n -S] 

T-REDDLE TREDDLE DDEELRT to treadle (to work foot lever) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-RENAIL TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

T-RENDED TRENDED DDEENRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

T-REVETS TREVETS EERSTTV TREVET, trivet (small stand having three legs) [n] 

T-RICING TRICING CGIINRT TRICE, to haul up with rope [v] 

T-RICKED TRICKED CDEIKRT TRICK, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

T-RIDENT TRIDENT DEINRTT spear having three prongs [n -S] 

T-RIFLED TRIFLED DEFILRT TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

T-RIFLER TRIFLER EFILRRT one that trifles (to waste time) [n -S] 

T-RIFLES TRIFLES EFILRST TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

T-RIGGED TRIGGED DEGGIRT TRIG, to make trig [v] 

T-RIGGER TRIGGER EGGIRRT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] / to actuate (to set into action or motion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

T-RILLED TRILLED DEILLRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

T-RIMERS TRIMERS EIMRRST TRIMER, type of chemical compound [n] 

T-RIMMED TRIMMED DEIMMRT TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

T-RIMMER TRIMMER EIMMRRT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] / one that trims (to make trim by cutting) [n -S] 

T-RIPPED TRIPPED DEIPPRT TRIP, to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running) [v] 

T-RIPPER TRIPPER EIPPRRT one that trips (to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running)) [n -S] 

T-RIVETS TRIVETS EIRSTTV TRIVET, small stand having three legs [n] 

T-ROCKED TROCKED CDEKORT TROCK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

T-ROLLED TROLLED DELLORT TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

T-ROLLER TROLLER ELLORRT one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n -S] 

T-ROMPED TROMPED DEMOPRT TROMP, to tramp (to walk with firm, heavy step) [v] 

T-ROTTED TROTTED DEORTTT TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

T-ROTTER TROTTER EORRTTT horse that trots [n -S] 

T-ROUBLE TROUBLE BELORTU to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-ROUGHS TROUGHS GHORSTU TROUGH, long, narrow receptacle [n] 

T-ROUPED TROUPED DEOPRTU TROUPE, to tour with theatrical company [v] 

T-ROUSER TROUSER EORRSTU pertaining to trousers (garment for lower part of body) [adj] 

T-ROVERS TROVERS EORRSTV TROVER, type of legal action [n] 
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T-ROWELS TROWELS ELORSTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

T-ROWING TROWING GINORTW TROW, to suppose (to assume to be true) [v] 

T-ROWTHS TROWTHS HORSTTW TROWTH, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

T-RUCKED TRUCKED CDEKRTU TRUCK, to transport by truck (automotive vehicle designed to carry loads) [v] 

T-RUCKLE TRUCKLE CEKLRTU to yield weakly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-RUEING TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

T-RUFFES TRUFFES EFFRSTU TRUFFE, truffle (edible fungus) [n] 

T-RUFFLE TRUFFLE EFFLRTU edible fungus [n -S] 

T-RUNDLE TRUNDLE DELNRTU to propel by causing to rotate [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-RUNNEL TRUNNEL ELNNRTU treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

T-RUSTED TRUSTED DERSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

T-RUTHER TRUTHER EHRRTTU type of conspiracy theorist [n -S] 

T-UMBLES TUMBLES BELMSTU TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

T-UMPING TUMPING GIMNPTU TUMP, to tip over [v] 

T-UNABLE TUNABLE ABELNTU capable of being tuned [adj] 

T-UPPING TUPPING GINPPTU act of ram copulating with ewe [n -S] / TUP, to copulate with ewe -- used of ram [v] 

T-URGENT TURGENT EGNRTTU turgid (swollen) [adj] 

T-WADDLE TWADDLE ADDELTW to talk foolishly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-WANGLE TWANGLE AEGLNTW to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-WATTLE TWATTLE AELTTTW to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-WEENIE TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S] 

T-WEETED TWEETED DEEETTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

T-WIDDLE TWIDDLE DDEILTW to play idly with something [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-WIGGED TWIGGED DEGGITW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

T-WILLED TWILLED DEILLTW TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

T-WINGED TWINGED DEGINTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

T-WINIER TWINIER EIINRTW TWINY, resembling twine (strong string) [adj] 

T-WINING TWINING GIINNTW TWINE, to twist together [v] 

T-WINKLE TWINKLE EIKLNTW to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

T-WINNED TWINNED DEINNTW TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

T-WISTED TWISTED DEISTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

T-WITCHY TWITCHY CHITTWY fidgety (nervously restless) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

T-WITTED TWITTED DEITTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

T-WITTER TWITTER EIRTTTW to utter succession of chirping sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

T-ZADDIK TZADDIK ADDIKTZ zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n -IM] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Front Hooks 7s to make 8s 

T 

T-ABLINGS TABLINGS ABGILNST TABLING, setting of data or information in tables (columns) [n] 

T-ACNODES TACNODES ACDENOST TACNODE, point of contact between two curves [n] 

T-ACONITE TACONITE ACEINOTT low-grade iron ore [n -S] 

T-ACTIONS TACTIONS ACINOSTT TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

T-ALIPEDS TALIPEDS ADEILPST TALIPED, person afflicted with clubfoot [n] 

T-ALLOWED TALLOWED ADELLOTW TALLOW, to smear with tallow (mixture of animal fats) [v] 
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T-ALLYING TALLYING AGILLNTY TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

T-ANGLERS TANGLERS AEGLNRST TANGLER, one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n] 

T-ANGLING TANGLING AGGILNNT TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

T-ANNATES TANNATES AAENNSTT TANNATE, chemical salt [n] 

T-ANTRUMS TANTRUMS AMNRSTTU TANTRUM, fit of rage [n] 

T-APELIKE TAPELIKE AEEIKLPT resembling tape [adj] 

T-ARTIEST TARTIEST AEIRSTTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

T-AUTONYM TAUTONYM AMNOTTUY type of taxonomic designation [n -S] 

T-EARDROP TEARDROP ADEOPRRT tear [n -S] 

T-EARLESS TEARLESS AEELRSST being without tears [adj] 

T-EASELED TEASELED ADEEELST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

T-EENSIER TEENSIER EEEINRST TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

T-ENFOLDS TENFOLDS DEFLNOST TENFOLD, amount ten times as great as given unit [n] 

T-ENTERED TENTERED DEEENRTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

T-ENURING TENURING EGINNRTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

T-ERBIUMS TERBIUMS BEIMRSTU TERBIUM, metallic element [n] 

T-ESTATES TESTATES AEESSTTT TESTATE, testator (one that makes will) [n] 

T-HACKING THACKING ACGHIKNT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 

T-HANKERS THANKERS AEHKNRST THANKER, one that thanks (to express gratitude to) [n] 

T-HANKING THANKING AGHIKNNT THANK, to express gratitude to [v] 

T-HATCHED THATCHED ACDEHHTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

T-HATCHER THATCHER ACEHHRTT one that thatches (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [n -S] 

T-HATCHES THATCHES ACEHHSTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

T-HEATERS THEATERS AEEHRSTT THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [n] 

T-HEMATIC THEMATIC ACEHIMTT stamp collected according to its subject [n -S] 

T-HERMITS THERMITS EHIMRSTT THERMIT, trademark [n] 

T-HICKEST THICKEST CEHIKSTT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

T-HICKISH THICKISH CHHIIKST somewhat thick [adj] 

T-HORNIER THORNIER EHINORRT THORNY, full of thorns [adj] 

T-HORNILY THORNILY HILNORTY THORNY, full of thorns [adv] 

T-HORNING THORNING GHINNORT THORN, to prick with thorn (sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

T-HUMPERS THUMPERS EHMPRSTU THUMPER, one that thumps (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [n] 

T-HUMPING THUMPING GHIMNPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

T-ILLITES TILLITES EIILLSTT TILLITE, rock made up of consolidated clay, sand, gravel, and boulders [n] 

T-INKLING TINKLING GIIKLNNT sound made by something that tinkles [n -S] / TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

T-IRELESS TIRELESS EEILRSST seemingly incapable of tiring [adj] 

T-ISSUING TISSUING GIINSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

T-ITCHIER TITCHIER CEHIIRTT TITCHIE, titchy (very small) [adj] / TITCHY [adj] 

T-OCHERED TOCHERED CDEEHORT TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

T-OMENTUM TOMENTUM EMMNOTTU network of small blood vessels [n -TA] 

T-OUCHING TOUCHING CGHINOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

T-RACINGS TRACINGS ACGINRST TRACING, something that is traced [n] 

T-RACKERS TRACKERS ACEKRRST TRACKER, one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n] 

T-RACKING TRACKING ACGIKNRT placement of students within curriculum [n -S] / TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

T-RAILERS TRAILERS AEILRRST TRAILER, to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v] 

T-RAILING TRAILING AGIILNRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 
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T-RAINING TRAINING AGIINNRT systematic instruction [n -S] / TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

T-RAMMING TRAMMING AGIMMNRT TRAM, to convey in tramcar [v] 

T-RAMPING TRAMPING AGIMNPRT TRAMP, to walk with firm, heavy step [v] 

T-RANCHES TRANCHES ACEHNRST TRANCHE, portion [n] 

T-RANKING TRANKING AGIKNNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

T-RANSOMS TRANSOMS AMNORSST TRANSOM, small window above door or another window [n] 

T-RAPPERS TRAPPERS AEPPRRST TRAPPER, one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n] 

T-RAPPING TRAPPING AGINPPRT covering for horse [n -S] / TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

T-RASHERS TRASHERS AEHRRSST TRASHER, one that destroys or damages [n] 

T-RAVELED TRAVELED ADEELRTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

T-RAVELER TRAVELER AEELRRTV one that travels (to go from one place to another) [n -S] 

T-READERS TREADERS ADEERRST TREADER, one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n] 

T-READING TREADING ADEGINRT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

T-REASONS TREASONS AENORSST TREASON, violation of allegiance toward one's country [n] 

T-REDDLED TREDDLED DDDEELRT TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v] 

T-REDDLES TREDDLES DDEELRST TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v] 

T-RENAILS TRENAILS AEILNRST TRENAIL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

T-RENDING TRENDING DEGINNRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

T-RICKING TRICKING CGIIKNRT TRICK, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

T-RIFLERS TRIFLERS EFILRRST TRIFLER, one that trifles (to waste time) [n] 

T-RIFLING TRIFLING FGIILNRT waste of time [n -S] / TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

T-RIGGERS TRIGGERS EGGIRRST TRIGGER, to actuate (to set into action or motion) [v] 

T-RIGGING TRIGGING GGGIINRT TRIG, to make trig [v] 

T-RILLING TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

T-RIMMERS TRIMMERS EIMMRRST TRIMMER, one that trims (to make trim by cutting) [n] 

T-RIMMING TRIMMING GIIMMNRT something added as decoration [n -S] / TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

T-RIPPERS TRIPPERS EIPPRRST TRIPPER, one that trips (to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running)) [n] 

T-RIPPING TRIPPING GIINPPRT act of one that trips [n -S] / TRIP, to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running) [v] 

T-ROCKING TROCKING CGIKNORT TROCK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

T-ROLLERS TROLLERS ELLORRST TROLLER, one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n] 

T-ROLLIES TROLLIES EILLORST TROLLY, to trolley (to convey by streetcar) [v] 

T-ROLLING TROLLING GILLNORT act of one that trolls [n -S] / TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

T-ROMPING TROMPING GIMNOPRT TROMP, to tramp (to walk with firm, heavy step) [v] 

T-ROTTERS TROTTERS EORRSTTT TROTTER, horse that trots [n] 

T-ROTTING TROTTING GINORTTT harness racing [n -S] / TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

T-ROUBLES TROUBLES BELORSTU TROUBLE, to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to) [v] 

T-ROUPING TROUPING GINOPRTU TROUPE, to tour with theatrical company [v]  

T-ROUSERS TROUSERS EORRSSTU garment for lower part of body [n] 

T-ROUTING TROUTING GINORTTU activity of fishing for trout [n -S] 

T-ROWELED TROWELED DEELORTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

T-RUCKING TRUCKING CGIKNRTU truckage (transportation of goods by trucks) [n -S] / TRUCK, to transport by truck (automotive vehicle designed to carry loads) [v] 

T-RUCKLED TRUCKLED CDEKLRTU TRUCKLE, to yield weakly [v] 

T-RUCKLES TRUCKLES CEKLRSTU TRUCKLE, to yield weakly [v] 

T-RUFFLED TRUFFLED DEFFLRTU TRUFFLE, edible fungus [adj] 

T-RUFFLES TRUFFLES EFFLRSTU TRUFFLE, edible fungus [n] 

T-RUNDLES TRUNDLES DELNRSTU TRUNDLE, to propel by causing to rotate [v] 
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T-RUNNELS TRUNNELS ELNNRSTU TRUNNEL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

T-RUSTIER TRUSTIER EIRRSTTU TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adj] 

T-RUSTILY TRUSTILY ILRSTTUY TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adv] 

T-RUSTING TRUSTING GINRSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

T-RUTHFUL TRUTHFUL FHLRTTUU telling truth [adj] 

T-UPPINGS TUPPINGS GINPPSTU TUPPING, act of ram copulating with ewe [n] 

T-URGENCY TURGENCY CEGNRTUY turgor (quality or state of being turgid) [n -CIES] 

T-WADDLED TWADDLED ADDDELTW TWADDLE, to talk foolishly [v] 

T-WADDLER TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S] 

T-WADDLES TWADDLES ADDELSTW TWADDLE, to talk foolishly [v] 

T-WANGLED TWANGLED ADEGLNTW TWANGLE, to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v] 

T-WANGLER TWANGLER AEGLNRTW one that twangles (to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound)) [n -S] 

T-WANGLES TWANGLES AEGLNSTW TWANGLE, to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v] 

T-WATTLED TWATTLED ADELTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v] 

T-WATTLES TWATTLES AELSTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v] 

T-WEEDIER TWEEDIER DEEEIRTW TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adj] 

T-WEEDILY TWEEDILY DEEILTWY TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adv] 

T-WEENIES TWEENIES EEEINSTW TWEENIE, person not yet teenager [n] / TWEENY, housemaid [n] 

T-WEETING TWEETING EEGINTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

T-WIDDLED TWIDDLED DDDEILTW TWIDDLE, to play idly with something [v] 

T-WIDDLES TWIDDLES DDEILSTW TWIDDLE, to play idly with something [v] 

T-WIGGIER TWIGGIER EGGIIRTW TWIGGY, twiglike (resembling twig) [adj] 

T-WIGGING TWIGGING GGGIINTW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

T-WIGLESS TWIGLESS EGILSSTW having no twigs [adj] 

T-WIGLIKE TWIGLIKE EGIIKLTW resembling twig [adj] 

T-WILLING TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S] / TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

T-WINGING TWINGING GGIINNTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

T-WINIEST TWINIEST EIINSTTW TWINY, resembling twine (strong string) [adj] 

T-WINKLED TWINKLED DEIKLNTW TWINKLE, to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v] 

T-WINKLER TWINKLER EIKLNRTW one that twinkles (to shine with flickering or sparkling light) [n -S] 

T-WINKLES TWINKLES EIKLNSTW TWINKLE, to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v] 

T-WINNING TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S] / TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

T-WISTING TWISTING GIINSTTW form of trickery used in selling life insurance [n -S] / TWIST, to combine by winding together [v] 

T-WITCHED TWITCHED CDEHITTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

T-WITCHES TWITCHES CEHISTTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

T-WITTERS TWITTERS EIRSTTTW TWITTER, to utter succession of chirping sounds [v] 

T-WITTING TWITTING GIINTTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 
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T-ACONITES  TACONITES ACEINOSTT TACONITE, low-grade iron ore [n] 

T-ACTUALLY  TACTUALLY AACLLTTUY relating to sense or organs of touch [adv] 

T-ALLOWING  TALLOWING AGILLNOTW TALLOW, to smear with tallow (mixture of animal fats) [v] 

T-ARTINESS  TARTINESS AEINRSSTT condition or characteristic of being tarty (suggestive of prostitute) [n -ES] 
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T-AUTONYMS  TAUTONYMS AMNOSTTUY TAUTONYM, type of taxonomic designation [n] 

T-EARDROPS  TEARDROPS ADEOPRRST TEARDROP, tear [n] 

T-EENSIEST  TEENSIEST EEEINSSTT TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

T-ENTERING  TENTERING EEGINNRTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

T-HATCHERS  THATCHERS ACEHHRSTT THATCHER, one that thatches (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [n] 

T-HATCHING  THATCHING ACGHHINTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] / [n -S] 

T-HEMATICS  THEMATICS ACEHIMSTT THEMATIC, stamp collected according to its subject [n] 

T-HEREINTO  THEREINTO EEHINORTT into that place [adv] 

T-HEREUNTO  THEREUNTO EEHNORTTU to that [adv] 

T-HEREUPON  THEREUPON EEHNOPRTU immediately or shortly after that [adv] 

T-HEREWITH  THEREWITH EEHHIRTTW soon or immediately after that [adv] 

T-HITHERTO  THITHERTO EHHIORTTT to that point [adv] 

T-HORNIEST  THORNIEST EHINORSTT THORNY, full of thorns [adj] 

T-HORNLESS  THORNLESS EHLNORSST lacking thorns [adj] 

T-HORNLIKE  THORNLIKE EHIKLNORT resembling or characteristic of thorn [adj] 

T-HORNTAIL  THORNTAIL AHILNORTT type of hummingbird [n -S] 

T-INKLINGS  TINKLINGS GIIKLNNST TINKLING, sound made by something that tinkles [n] 

T-ITCHIEST  TITCHIEST CEHIISTTT TITCHIE, titchy (very small) [adj] / TITCHY [adj] 

T-OCHERING  TOCHERING CEGHINORT TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

T-RAILHEAD  TRAILHEAD AADEHILRT place where trail begins [n -S] 

T-RAINBAND  TRAINBAND AABDINNRT division of civilian soldiers in London and other areas of England in particular in Stuart period [n -S] 

T-RAINLESS  TRAINLESS AEILNRSST lacking train [adj] 

T-RANSOMED  TRANSOMED ADEMNORST with transverse horizontal structural beam or bar separating door from window above it [adj] 

T-RAVELERS  TRAVELERS AEELRRSTV TRAVELER, one that travels (to go from one place to another) [n] 

T-RAVELING  TRAVELING AEGILNRTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

T-RAVELLED  TRAVELLED ADEELLRTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

T-RAVELLER  TRAVELLER AEELLRRTV one that travels (to go from one place to another) [n] 

T-REDDLING  TREDDLING DDEGILNRT TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v] 

T-RIFLINGS  TRIFLINGS FGIILNRST TRIFLING, waste of time [n] 

T-RIMESTER  TRIMESTER EEIMRRSTT period of three months, especially division of duration of pregnancy [n -S] 

T-ROLLINGS  TROLLINGS GILLNORST TROLLING, act of one that trolls [n] 

T-ROUSSEAU  TROUSSEAU AEORSSTUU clothes, household linen, and other belongings collected by bride for her marriage [n -S, -X] 

T-ROWELING  TROWELING EGILNORTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

T-ROWELED  TROWELLED DEELLORTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

T-RUCKLING  TRUCKLING CGIKLNRTU TRUCKLE, to yield weakly [v] 

T-RUFFLING  TRUFFLING FFGILNRTU activity of hunting for truffles [n -S] 

T-RUSTABLE  TRUSTABLE ABELRSTTU able to be trusted [adj] 

T-RUSTIEST  TRUSTIEST EIRSSTTTU TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adj] 

T-RUSTLESS  TRUSTLESS ELRSSSTTU not worthy of trust [adj] 

T-RUTHLESS  TRUTHLESS EHLRSSTTU untruthful, deceitful [adj] 

T-WADDLERS  TWADDLERS ADDELRSTW TWADDLER, one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n] 

T-WADDLING  TWADDLING ADDGILNTW TWADDLE, to talk foolishly [v] 

T-WANGLERS  TWANGLERS AEGLNRSTW TWANGLER, one that twangles (to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound)) [n] 

T-WANGLING  TWANGLING AGGILNNTW TWANGLE, to twang (to make sharp, vibrating sound) [v] 

T-WATTLING  TWATTLING AGILNTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v] 

T-WEEDIEST  TWEEDIEST DEEEISTTW TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adj] 
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T-WIDDLING  TWIDDLING DDGIILNTW TWIDDLE, to play idly with something [v] 

T-WIGGIEST  TWIGGIEST EGGIISTTW TWIGGY, twiglike (resembling twig) [adj] 

T-WINKLERS  TWINKLERS EIKLNRSTW TWINKLER, one that twinkles (to shine with flickering or sparkling light) [n] 

T-WINKLING  TWINKLING GIIKLNNTW TWINKLE, to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v] / [n -S] 

T-WINNINGS  TWINNINGS GIINNNSTW TWINNING, bearing of two children at same birth [n] 

T-WITCHIER  TWITCHIER CEHIIRTTW TWITCHY, fidgety (nervously restless) [adj] 

T-WITCHING  TWITCHING CGHIINTTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

T-WITTERED  TWITTERED DEEIRTTTW TWITTER, to utter succession of chirping sounds [v] 

T-ZADDIKIM  TZADDIKIM ADDIIKMTZ TZADDIK, zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n] 
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